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Annotation:
The submitted thesis is focused on the concept of human labour in the working of Saint Clara and
related clarisses spirituality. For better orientation in the subject there are basic historic data from the life
of Saint Clara of Assisi and from the history of Poor Clara’s Order. Furthermore, this work briefly
introduces the term of human labour from the aspect of anthropological sciences and philosophy and the
concept of Magisterium, mainly in the documents Gaudium et spes and Laborem exercens. The
fundamental part deals with the dignity of human labour within the clarisses and franciscans spirituality.
The work is based on interpretation of testaments contained in the written sources from the 13th century.
Additionally, the author briefly mentions evolution process of the concept of labour within the Order of
Poor Clares, outlines subject of the servants – external sisters. Finally, the last chapter focuses on present
theological-legal reflection of the term labour on the basis of council and following documents about
nunhood (Perfectae caritatis, Venite seorsum Potissimum institutioni) and nowadays valid constitutions
of clarisses and clarisses–capuchines and also about practical realisation of concept of labour in
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